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Abstract

The present study evaluates the applicability of the zebrafish embryotoxicity test (ZET) to assess prenatal developmental toxicity (PDT) potency of the DMSO-extracts of 9 petroleum substances (PS), with variable polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon (PAH) content, and 2 gas-to-liquid (GTL) products, without any PAHs but otherwise similar properties
to PS. All PS extracts induced concentration-dependent PDT as quantified in the ZET and this potency is associated
with their 3-5 ring PAH content. In contrast and as expected, GTL products did not induce any effect in the ZET.
The potencies obtained in the ZET correlated with those previously reported for the embryonic stem cell test (EST)
(R2 = 0.61), while the correlation with potencies reported in in vivo studies was higher for the EST (R2 = 0.85) than the
ZET (R2 = 0.69). Combining the results of the ZET with those previously reported for the EST (Kamelia et al., 2017),
the aryl hydrocarbon (AhR) CALUX assay (Kamelia et al., 2018), and the PAH content, ranked and clustered the test
compounds in line with their in vivo potencies and chemical characteristics. Our findings indicate that the ZET does not
outperform the EST as a stand-alone assay for testing PDT of PS, but confirm the hypothesis that PAHs are the major
inducers of PDT by some PS, while they also indicate that the ZET is a useful addition to a battery of in vitro tests able
to predict the in vivo PDT of PS.

1 Introduction
Petroleum substances (PS) are UVCBs (substances of Unknown
or Variable composition, Complex reaction products and Biological materials) and regulated as such under the European Union
(EU) REACH legislation (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation,
and Restriction of Chemicals). REACH has been implemented in
the EU since 2007 to improve the protection of human health and
the environment from the risks of chemical exposure. REACH
legislation requires substances, including PS, that are manufactured or marketed in the EU at a volume of > 100 tons/year to
be tested for prenatal developmental toxicity (PDT) (ECHA,
2009). This is a new requirement that was not present in the previous legislation, hence PDT testing would be required for all
existing substances produced over a volume of > 100 tons/year.
One of the consequences is that most PS (186 currently active
registered EINECS numbers, all with a volume of > 1000 tons/
year) will need to be tested for their potential adverse effect on
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prenatal development according to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 414 testing guideline.
Theoretically, this would require substantial numbers of experimental animals (> 2500 animals/test/compound; OECD, 2001)
and involve a considerable amount of resources, both monetary
and in terms of capacity (van der Jagt et al., 2004; Rovida et al.,
2011). Therefore, the use of a battery of in vitro alternative assays, such as the zebrafish embryotoxicity test (ZET; Sipes et al.,
2011; Strähle et al., 2012) and/or the embryonic stem cell test
(EST; Spielmann, 2009), to group PS into a limited number of
categories and/or to facilitate read-across from PS for which in
vivo PDT data are already available, may reduce the number of
animals and resources needed to study PDT potencies of PS.
The embryonic stem cell test (EST; Genschow et al., 2004), the
whole embryo culture (WEC; Piersma et al., 2004), the limb bud
micromass (Spielmann et al., 2004), and the zebrafish embryotoxicity test (ZET; OECD 2011a,b; Busquet et al., 2014), are the four in
vitro alternative methods that have been validated for PDT testing.
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In the past decades, the ZET and EST have been the most used in
vitro alternative assays to assess PDT of chemicals compared
to the other two alternative methods (Incardona et al., 2004; de
Jong et al., 2009; Selderslaghs et al., 2009; Louisse et al., 2011;
Hawliczek et al., 2012; Kuske et al., 2012; Strikwold et al., 2012;
Goodale et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015; Dimopoulou et al., 2018).
The EST does not require harvesting of cells from animals since
a permanent stem cell line is used. The validated EST consists of
three different assays, including a cytotoxicity assay on differentiated T3 fibroblasts, a cytotoxicity assay on undifferentiated ES-D3
cells, and a differentiation assay of ES-D3 cells into beating cardiomyocytes (Rohwedel et al., 2001; Genschow et al., 2002). The
differentiation assay of the EST can be used to rank the potency of
chemicals and define concentration-response curves for effects on
cell differentiation and development (Seiler and Spielmann, 2011).
The ZET is another emerging alternative method for PDT testing. It makes use of a developing vertebrate organism to investigate the embryotoxicity potential of substances based on the
notion that the development of the zebrafish embryo is very similar to the embryogenesis in higher vertebrates, including humans
(Sipes et al., 2011). According to EU Directive 2010/63/EU, the
ZET is considered an alternative method since the test does not
exceed 5 days post-fertilization (dpf) and zebrafish embryos are
considered free-living larvae during this time period (EU, 2010).
The ZET makes use of newly fertilized eggs and a general morphology scoring (GMS) system, which includes the evaluation of
mortality, and the development of tail, somite, heartbeat and eyes
to assess the effects of chemicals on the development of zebrafish
embryos (Hermsen et al., 2011; Jomaa et al., 2014; Beekhuijzen
et al., 2015). The ZET offers several advantages over the EST and
the other in vitro alternative assays for PDT testing. First, the ZET
uses a complete embryo for the test and the chorion of a zebrafish
embryo is transparent or is absent from around 2 dpf, facilitating
detection of multiple developmental effects on multiple organs
during testing (Glaberman et al., 2017). Good predictability, possibility for large-scale high-throughput hazard screening, short duration, ease to perform, and low cost make the ZET one of the most
used alternative assays in in vitro PDT testing (Scholz et al., 2008;
Kari et al., 2007; Brannen et al., 2010; Hill et al., 2011).
PS are complex materials, comprising hundreds to millions of
different hydrocarbon constituents, including polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs). PAHs that are present in PS are generally known as petrogenic-origin or petroleum-associated hydrocarbons and differ substantially from PAHs of pyrogenic origin
(Pampanin and Sydnes, 2003). The level and type of PAH constituents may vary depending on the source of the crude oil and the
processing conditions used to manufacture the raw material (Speight, 2006). For instance, heavy PS, e.g., heavy fuel oil (HFO),
untreated lubricating oils, and distillate aromatic extract (DAE),
contain high amounts of high-molecular-weight (HMW) PAHs,
i.e., 4- to 7-ring PAHs, where light PS, such as gas oil (GO),
mainly contain low molecular weight (LMW) PAHs, i.e., 2-3 ring

PAHs. In contrast to PS, which generally contain PAHs as one of
their constituents, gas-to-liquid (GTL) products are modern synthetic analogues of PS that typically consist of only saturated hydrocarbons and are virtually devoid of unsaturated and aromatic
compounds (Boogaard et al., 2017).
Some PAH-containing PS have been reported to induce PDT in
vivo and show effects in in vitro systems designed to test for PDT.
Moreover, their potency has been shown to be associated with
the presence of 3- to 7-ring PAHs in these products (Feuston et
al., 1997; Mackerer et al., 2003; Gray et al., 2013; Kamelia et al.,
2017). Animal studies have provided data on developmental toxicity effects induced by some PS, including increased incidence
of resorptions (prenatal loss), decreased number of live fetuses/
litter, and decreased fetal body weight (Mobil, 1989; ARCO,
1993; Hoberman et al., 1995; Feuston et al., 1996). On the other
hand, GTL products, which contain no PAHs but have similar
other properties to PS, were negative when tested in PDT studies
as well as in two-generation reproductive toxicity studies (Dunster, 2014; Senn, 2014; Boogaard et al., 2017). Altogether, these
data led to the hypothesis that the PDT as observed with certain
PS is induced by particular 3-7 ring PAH constituents present in
these products. In other words, heavier PS containing high concentrations of HMW PAHs may induce PDT where products with
no or low concentrations of PAHs will not induce PDT (Tsitou et
al., 2015; Kamelia et al., 2017).
This hypothesis is supported by our recent findings, where the
EST and a panel of CALUX reporter gene assays were used to
evaluate the PDT potency and possible underlying mechanism of
PDT of the DMSO-extracts of PS and GTL products (Kamelia et
al., 2017, 2018). In the EST, DMSO-extracts of 9 PS, varying in
PAH level and content, were able to inhibit the differentiation of
ES-D3 cells into beating cardiomyocytes, where GTL products
that contain no PAHs showed no effects (Kamelia et al., 2017).
Moreover, a pronounced aryl hydrocarbon (AhR)-mediated activity was found upon exposure to increasing concentrations of DMSO-extracts of the same PS, as tested in the AhR CALUX assay.
This AhR-mediated activity correlated well with the in vitro PDT
potency in the EST, suggesting an important role of the AhR in
mediating this effect (Kamelia et al., 2018). These earlier results
corroborated the notion that PAHs are the primary inducers of PDT
in some PS and that the AhR may play an important role in the
underlying mode of action. The present study aims to evaluate the
PDT potency of the same substances, DMSO-extracts of 9 PS and
2 GTL products, in the ZET in order to investigate the suitability of
the ZET to predict relative in vivo PDT of these PS extracts.

2 Materials and methods
2.1 Test compounds
DMSO-extracts of 9 PS, varying in PAH content and concentration, and 2 GTL products, which contain no PAHs but have

Abbreviations
AhR, aryl hydrocarbon; BMC, benchmark concentration; BMD, benchmark dose; BMR, benchmark response; DAE, distillate aromatic extract; dpf, days post-fertilization; EST,
embryonic stem cell test; GMS, general morphology scoring; GO, gas oil; GTL, gas-to-liquid; HFO, heavy fuel oil; HMW, high-molecular-weight; LMW, low molecular weight;
PAH, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon; PDT, prenatal developmental toxicity; PS, petroleum substances; WEC, whole embryo culture; ZET, zebrafish embryotoxicity test
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Fig. 1: Aromatic ring class profiles
of PS and GTL products tested in
the present study
Aromatic ring class (ARC) profiles of
2 GTL products (contain no aromatics) and
9 PS (vary in PAH content, starting from
1.5% to 48% of total weight PAHs) tested in
the present study. ARC profiles represent
the weight percent of the DMSO-soluble
1- to ≥ 7 aromatic-ring compounds present
in each PS and GTL product sample,
from the starting raw material of 4.0 g, as
determined using the Method II chemical
characterization procedure described in
detail by Roy et al. (1988). HFO, heavy fuel
oil; DAE, distillate aromatic extract; GO, gas
oil; VTO, vacuum tower overhead oil; RAE,
residual aromatic extract; GTLb, gas-toliquid base oil; GTLg, gas-to-liquid gas oil

similar other properties to PS, were the model substances tested.
The DMSO-extracts of the PS and GTL products were generated
using the extraction procedure described by Roy et al. (1988),
explained in some more detail in Section 2.2. The raw material of
all PS and GTL products that were used for the DMSO extraction
were provided by Concawe (Brussels, Belgium) and Shell International bv (The Hague, The Netherlands), respectively. These
raw materials were: 1 heavy fuel oil (HFO; CAS no. 64741-624), 3 distillate aromatic extracts (DAE; all 3 possessing the same
CAS no. 64742-04-7), 2 residual aromatic extracts (RAE; CAS
no. 64742-10-5 and 91995-70-9), 2 gas oils (GO; CAS no. 6891596-8 and 64741-43-1), 1 vacuum tower overhead oil (VTO; CAS
no. 64741-49-7), 1 GTL base oil (GTLb; CAS no. 848301-69-9),
and 1 GTL gas oil (GTLg; CAS no. 848301-67-7). An overview
of the PAHs present in each PS and GTL product of the present
study, grouped by the number of aromatic rings, is provided in
Figure 1 (see also Appendix D1).

2.2 PAH extraction and analysis
Extraction and analysis of the PS and GTL products was performed essentially as described before by Roy et al. (1988), and
was carried out at Port Royal Research Laboratory (Hilton Head,
South Carolina, USA). This extraction and analysis procedure is
commonly used to obtain and quantify the PAH fraction from the
raw material of PS (also known as Method II chemical characterization procedure), and has been widely used and validated also
for mutagenicity and carcinogenicity testing of PS (Blackburn
et al., 1986; Concawe, 1994; Clonfero et al., 1996; Mackerer et
al., 2003).
In brief, 4.0 g of PS or GTL product sample was dissolved in
10 ml of cyclohexane and extracted twice with 10 ml DMSO.

The DMSO extracts were combined and diluted with twice the
volume of 4% NaCl solution. The diluted DMSO fraction was
back extracted with 20 and 10 ml of cyclohexane. The cyclohexane fractions were combined, washed twice with 5 ml of
distilled water, and filtered through anhydrous sodium sulphate.
The cyclohexane was then evaporated to dryness at 40°C followed by further evaporation at 80°C for 30 min. This residue
was then re-dissolved in cyclohexane (~50 mg/ml). The extracts
were analyzed by gas chromatography with mass spectrometry
(GC/MS). Naphthalene, phenanthrene, pyrene, benzo(a)pyrene,
benzo[ghi-]perylene, and coronene were used as standards to define the boundaries of retention times for 2-7 ring PAHs. The
results are presented as the aromatic ring class (ARC) profile,
the weight percent of the DMSO-soluble 1- to ≥ 7-ring aromatic
compounds present in each sample, from the starting raw material of 4.0 g (Fig. 1).

2.3 Zebrafish embryotoxicity test (ZET)
Wild-type adult zebrafish (Danio rerio) AB line were obtained
from the research facility Carus, Wageningen University and
Research, The Netherlands, and maintained in a flow-through
aquarium system at 27°C with 14 h light/10 h dark cycle. The
maintenance of adult zebrafish was done in accordance with the
protocols of the Zebrafish Handbook2. Zebrafish eggs were produced via spawning groups by placing male and female fish (at a
ratio of 1:2) in an individual spawning tank equipped with spawn
traps several hours prior to the onset of darkness on the day before the test. A minimum of three parallel spawning tanks was set
for the egg production for each independent experiment. Mating,
spawning, and fertilization take place within 30 min to 1 h after
the onset of the light cycle.

1 doi:10.14573/altex.1808121s
2 http://zfin.org
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Spawned eggs were collected, rinsed a few times with egg
water (1.5 ml salt stock solution in 1 l distilled water), and incubated at 26°C until further use for egg selection. The salt stock
solution was prepared by dissolving 40 g “Instant Ocean” sea
salt (Blacksburg, Virginia, USA) in 1 liter distilled water. The
egg water was aerated for several hours, adjusted for pH (range
of pH 7-8), and kept at 26-28°C prior to use. Egg water was used
throughout the ZET as the assay medium. Egg selection was
done by sorting the zebrafish embryo at the 8- to 32-cell stage
using a stereomicroscope and disposable pipette, choosing embryos that followed a normal development, which were pooled
in Petri dishes for further use. Zebrafish embryos with obvious
anomalies, such as coagulated embryos, and unfertilized eggs,
were discarded. The ZET was initiated at 4-5 h post fertilization
(hpf) and terminated at 96 hpf, as this covers the entire organogenesis in a zebrafish embryo. The exposure was performed
in 24-well plates (Greiner Bio-one, Frickenhausen, Germany)
in combination with a self-adhesive film cover (Sigma-Aldrich,
Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands). 4-5 hpf was chosen as the start
time of exposure as this covers the same development stages as
in the developmental toxicity studies performed according to the
OECD 414 guideline in rat and rabbit (Beekhuijzen et al., 2015).
Hence, this allows comparison of results between the ZET and
in vivo PDT studies.
Twenty wells of the 24-well plate were used for exposure to
one concentration of test compound and the other four wells
were used for the internal plate control. Every well of the internal plate control, in the exposed-plate, contained a zebrafish
embryo in egg water (negative control), and if more than 1 dead
embryo, out of 4 embryos, was observed in these internal plate
control wells, the plate was rejected and the results from the respective plate were not used. The exposure medium was prepared by mixing the 400-times concentrated stock solutions
of the test compounds (dissolved in DMSO) with egg water.
The exposure medium was then transferred into 20 wells of
the 24-well plate, at 2 ml exposure medium/well, and for the
internal plate control, 2 ml egg water was added into each of
the 4 remaining wells. The plate was sealed with self-adhesive
film cover to prevent evaporation of test compound throughout
the exposure period (up to 96 hpf). All samples were tested at a
range of concentrations up to 250 µg raw material/ml, except for
sample #034-HFO, which could be dosed up to only 15 µg raw
material/ml due to solubility limitations in egg water. Solvent
controls (0.25% v/v DMSO; Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), positive controls (4 µg/ml 3,4-dichloroaniline; Sigma-Aldrich), and
negative controls (egg water only) were included in each independent experiment. Plates were incubated at 26°C with a photo
period of 14 h light:10 h dark. Embryos were scored daily (every
24 h) for developmental abnormalities and cumulative mortality using the inverted microscope until 96 hpf (the daily assessment time points correspond to 28, 52, 76, and 100 hpf), based
on the extended general morphological scoring (GMS) system
described by Beekhuijzen et al. (2015). Deviation from normal
developmental stages, for example incomplete detachment of
tail, incomplete development of eyes, fin, and mouth, unhatched
embryos, results in a lower total GMS value corresponding to
a certain extent of developmental retardation. A comparison of
248

results from the daily morphological assessment using the GMS
reveals that the most significant results upon exposure to test
compounds were achieved with an exposure time window of
0-96 hpf (Appendix E1). The GMS used for the exposure time
window of 0-96 hpf is based on the 96 hpf endpoints, as listed
and described in detail by Beekhuijzen et al. (2015). Exposure
time windows of 0-24/0-48/0-72 hpf did not show notable differences between solvent control and test compounds, hence
the GMS data of 0-96 hpf were used for further data analysis
and comparison, including comparison with published in vivo
data or PAH content present in each PS sample (Section 2.7).
The ZET results of each test compound were presented as fraction of GMS at 96 hpf compared to that of the solvent control
(0.25% DMSO). The ZET was considered valid if the following
was observed: ≤ 1 dead embryo (out of 4) in the internal plate
control of every exposed-plate; ≤ 3 dead embryos (out of 24)
in the negative control plate (at least 87.5% survival rate);
≤ 2 dead embryos (out of 20) in the solvent control plate (0.25%
DMSO); ≤ 14 live embryos (out of 20) in the positive control
plate (4 µg/ml 3,4-dicholoaniline; exposure to positive control
should result in a minimum of 30% mortality by 96 hpf). At least
4 independent ZET experiments were performed for each test
compound in which the same stock dilutions were used to prepare the concentration ranges tested. A graphical illustration of
the ZET performed in the present study and the layout of 24-well
plates for the negative, positive, and solvent controls are shown
in Appendix H1.

2.4 Embryonic stem cell test (EST)
The in vitro developmental toxicity data of the DMSO-extracts
of 9 PS and 2 GTL products, as tested in the EST, were taken
from our previous study (Kamelia et al., 2017). In short, the effects on cell viability and cell differentiation upon exposure to
increasing concentrations of test compounds were evaluated in
the ES-D3 cell viability and ES-D3 cell differentiation assays of
the EST.
2.5 Aryl hydrocarbon (AhR) CALUX reporter
gene assay
Data for the AhR-mediated activity of the DMSO-extracts of 9
PS and 2 GTL products, as tested in the AhR CALUX assay,
were taken from our recently published study (Kamelia et al.,
2018). Briefly, H4IIE.luc cells were exposed to increasing concentrations of the DMSO-extracts of the aforementioned substances for 6 h. The luciferase induction activity upon exposure
was then measured, and the amount of produced luminescence
was used to quantify the AhR-mediated activity induced by the
respective test compound.
2.6 Data analysis
Concentration-response curves upon exposure to the DMSO-extracts of PS and GTL products in the ZET were made using
GraphPad Prism 5.0 (California, US). Here, data were fitted to
a sigmoid concentration-response curve with three parameters.
These curves were used only for graphical illustration of the obtained results, and not for the determination of benchmark concentration (BMC) values. Results obtained from the ZET were
ALTEX 36(2), 2019
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Tab. 1: Overview of in vivo and in vitro developmental toxicity data upon exposure to PS and GTL products
Compounds

In vivo dataa			

CAS number

In vitro data

		
		
		
		
		

BMD10
increased
resorptions
(mg/kg
bw/day) b

BMD10
number of live
fetuses/litter
(mg/kg
bw/day)c

BMD10
BMC50
BMCd50
EC50
fetal body
ZET
EST
AhR CALUX
weight
(µg/ml)
(µg/ml) g
(µg/ml)h
(mg/kg			
bw/day)d				

#034 - HFO

64741-62-4

0.32

0.59

20.64

1.32

0.47

0.0037

#097 - DAE

64742-04-7

13.89

44.38

28.53

76.71

3.74

0.033

#098 - DAE

64742-04-7

13.89

44.38

28.53

21.82

5.05

0.012

#099 - DAE

64742-04-7

13.89

44.38

28.53

21.23

7.42

0.012

#171 - GO

68915-96-8

n.a

n.a

n.a

54.53

171

0.084

#172 - GO

64741-43-1

270.05

174.04

245.21

73.13

142

0.35

#175 - VTO

64741-49-7

151.16

144.03

332.64

64.77

67.2

0.40

#185 - RAE

64742-10-5

n.a

n.a

n.a

> 250f

89.5

0.40

#186 - RAE

91995-70-9

n.a

n.a

n.a

> 250f

95.2

0.13

848301-69-9

(–)e

(–)e

(–)e

(–)

(–)

(–)

848301-67-7

(–)e

(–)e

(–)e

(–)

(–)

(–)

#091 - GTLb
#092 - GTLg

aIn vivo data for determination of the BMD10 values from different developmental toxicity endpoints were taken from Hoberman et al. (1995) for the HFO;
Feuston et al. (1996) for the DAE; ARCO (1993) for the GO; and Mobil (1989) for the VTO. bBMD10 increased resorptions: dose (mg/kg bw/day) giving

10% increase in incidence of resorptions. BMD10 values were calculated from a dose-response curve using a dichotomous model (BMD software US-EPA) and
data were taken from cited studies. c BMD10 number of live fetuses/litter: dose (mg/kg bw/day) giving 10% decrease in live fetuses/litter. BMD10 values
were calculated from a dose-response curve using a continuous model (BMD software US-EPA) and data were taken from cited studies. d BMD10 fetal body
weight: dose (mg/kg bw/day) giving 10% decrease in fetal body weight. BMD10 values were calculated from a dose-response curve using a continuous model
(BMD software US-EPA) and data were taken from cited studies. e Negative for prenatal developmental toxicity studies; data were taken from Senn (2014) for
the GTLb and Dunster (2014) for the GTLg. f The calculated BMC50 values are above the highest tested concentration of 250 µg/ml. g The BMCd50s-EST is
taken from Kamelia et al., 2017. h The EC50s-AhR CALUX is taken from Kamelia et al. (2018). HFO, heavy fuel oil; DAE, distillate aromatic extract; GO, gas oil;
VTO, vacuum tower overhead; RAE, residual aromatic extract; GTLb, gas-to-liquid base oil; GTLg, gas-to-liquid gas oil; n.a, data not available; (–), negative;
AhR, aryl hydrocarbon receptor; CALUX, chemical activated luciferase gene expression

expressed as fraction of total GMS score at 96 hpf compared to
the solvent control (0.25% DMSO) and are presented as mean
± standard error of the mean (SEM). The DMSO concentration
was kept at 0.25% v/v throughout the ZET experiments.
Benchmark concentration (BMC) derivation of in vitro
developmental toxicity data
Results from the ZET were analyzed using the Benchmark Dose
software (BMD software US-EPA version 2.6.1) to obtain the
benchmark concentration at a benchmark response (BMR) of
50% effect (BMC50). For this purpose, concentration-response
curves from the ZET were fitted to all dichotomous concentration-response models (gamma, logistic, log-logistic, probit,
log-probit, weibull, multistage-cancer, multistage, and the quantal-linear models; Appendix A1) available in the BMD software
US-EPA version 2.6.1. The BMR was set to 50%, representing
50% developmental retardation (BMC50) in the ZET upon exposure to the DMSO-extracts of PS and GTL products. The
performance of each fitted model was evaluated based on the
goodness-of-fit, the scaled residuals, and the visual inspection of
model fitting. To allow comparison to data obtained previously in
the EST (Kamelia et al., 2017), the respective concentration-reALTEX 36(2), 2019

sponse curves of the EST were analyzed in a similar manner. The
BMC50 values thus obtained (Tab. 1), which account for 50%
inhibition of cell differentiation (EST; BMCd50-EST) or 50%
developmental retardation (ZET; BMC50-ZET), were selected
from all accepted models based on the lowest Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) (Kamelia et al., 2017; Haber et al., 2018)
and were further used for the in vitro-in vitro (ZET to EST; ZET
to AhR CALUX assay) and the in vitro-in vivo comparisons.
Benchmark dose (BMD) modeling of in vivo
developmental toxicity data
In vivo data, derived from published PDT studies available for
some of the PS of the present study, were used to determine the
in vivo benchmark dose (BMD) values of the corresponding PS.
In vivo PDT data of GO (ARCO, 1993) and VTO (Mobil, 1989)
were kindly provided by Concawe, and the in vivo data of the
HFO and DAE were obtained from Feuston et al. (1996) and
Hoberman et al. (1995), respectively. Different developmental
toxicity endpoints were reported in these studies, such as increased resorptions, number of live fetuses/litter, decreased fetal
body weight, and skeletal variations. Increased resorptions, number of live fetuses/litter, decreased fetal body weight, and not
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skeletal variations, were selected for the BMD analysis, because
all studies contained data on incidence of resorptions, number
of live fetuses/litter, and fetal body weight, whereas the studies
of HFO and DAE did not provide data on skeletal variations. To
determine BMD values, in vivo data for fetal body weight and
number of live fetuses/litter were fitted to the continuous models
(hill, exponential, linear, polynomial, and power models) and the
data from the incidence of resorptions were fitted to the dichotomous models (gamma, logistic, log-logistic, probit, log-probit,
weibull, multistage-cancer, multistage, and the quantal-linear
models), of the BMD software US-EPA version 2.6.1. For these
BMD analyses, the BMR was set to 10%, which represents
a 10% decrease in fetal body weight (BMD10-fetal body
weight), 10% decrease in number of live fetuses/litter (BMD10live fetuses/litter; Appendix B1), and a 10% additional incidence
of resorptions (BMD10-increased resorptions). The performance
of each fitted model was evaluated based on the goodness-of-fit,
the scaled residuals, and the visual inspection of model fitting.
The BMD10 values (Tab. 1) derived from the models with the
best fit and lowest AIC were selected and further used for the in
vitro-in vivo comparison.

2.7 Correlation analysis
Correlation of in vitro potencies obtained from three distinct
in vitro assays: ZET, EST, and AhR CALUX assay
Using a linear regression approach (in GraphPad Prism 5.0),
the correlation between in vitro potencies obtained from three
different assays that evaluate the PDT potency and underlying
mechanism of PDT of PS and GTL products, i.e., the ZET, EST,
and AhR CALUX assay, were determined. Data for the EST and
AhR-mediated activity were taken from our previous studies
(Kamelia et al., 2017; 2018; Section 2.4 and 2.5, respectively).
The correlation analyses were conducted between in vitro potencies (BMC50s/EC50s) of the test compounds between each duo
of the three different in vitro assays, including ZET and EST,
ZET and AhR CALUX assay, and EST and AhR CALUX assay.
The given R-squared (R2) value reflects the goodness-of-fit of
data to the fitted regression line and was considered statistically
significant if the p-value was lower than 0.05.
Correlation between in vitro developmental toxicity
potency in the ZET and the in vivo developmental toxicity
data or the PAH content
In vitro potencies obtained in the ZET were compared to potencies derived from in vivo studies to see whether any correlation
exists between in vitro and in vivo PDT potencies. To this end,
the BMC50-ZET values were plotted against the BMD10 values,
obtained as described in Section 2.6. No relevant report/literature
on an in vivo developmental toxicity study was available for the
RAE samples, and for that reason they were not included in the
in vitro-in vivo comparison. Furthermore, correlations between in
vitro potencies in the ZET and specific PAH constituents present
in each PS sample were also investigated. All these correlation
analyses were done by performing a linear regression analysis in
GraphPad Prism 5.0. The given R2 value reflects the goodnessof-fit of data to the fitted regression line and was considered statistically significant if the p-value was lower than 0.05.
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2.8 Data integration and visualization
in ToxPi GUI 2.0
ToxPi Graphical User Interface 2.0 (ToxPi GUI 2.0; Reif et al.,
2010; Marvel et al., 2018) was used for data integration, visualization, and comparison of effect-signatures from different in
vitro assays and the chemical analysis of the 9 PS and 2 GTL
products. The in vitro potencies (BMC50s/EC50s) in the three
different assays (EST, ZET, and AhR CALUX assay), and total PAH content (mg/ml) present in each test compound, were
used as point of departure (POD) for ToxPi data input. In cases
where no effects were observed, for example the GTL products
showed negative results in all of the selected assays, the highest
tested concentration was used as the POD value for the respective
test compound. Briefly, the POD values (BMC50s/EC50s/total
PAH content) of each test compound were listed and inversely
normalized on a 0-1 scale. The value of 0 represents the lowest
bioactivity in the corresponding in vitro assay (the least potent
compound of all in the corresponding in vitro assay). The value of 1 represents the highest bioactivity or the most potent test
compound of all in a given data set. For the chemical analysis data (PAH profiles), the value of 0 represents the test compound that
contains the lowest PAH content, i.e., GTL products (0% PAHs),
and the value of 1 represents the test compound with the highest
PAH content, which is sample #034-HFO (48% PAHs). These
normalized POD values were then used as quantitative inputs for
bioactivity profiling in ToxPi (Grimm et al., 2016). Further, the
ToxPi score was calculated based on the equation provided below, and from this the bioactivity profiling (ToxPi pie-charts),
hierarchical clustering, and chemical rank were generated. The
terms POD min and POD max that were used to calculate the
ToxPi score represent the lowest and highest POD, respectively,
observed within one corresponding assay of the present study,
i.e., within the ZET. The average method was used for the development of the hierarchical clustering in ToxPi.

3 Results
3.1 Zebrafish embryotoxicity test (ZET)
As shown in Figure 2A, exposure to increasing concentrations
of the DMSO-extracts of PS induced concentration-dependent
developmental retardation in zebrafish embryos (scored at 96
hpf), while both GTL products showed no effects (data are provided in Appendix C1). The effects induced by PS in the ZET
at this time point include the absence of circulation and movement, delayed development (i.e., unhatched embryos), deformed
body shape (dorsal curvature), the reduction of body and tail
length, and malformations of the heart and yolk sac (Fig. 2B).
Figure 2A presents the 100% stacked-bar graph illustrating the
percentage of particular developmental anomalies at 96 hpf,
including pericardial and yolk sac edemas (in both hatched and
unhatched embryos) and cumulative mortality, below the concentration-response curves of the GMS. It should be noted that the
deformed body shape and the reduction of body and tail length
can only be observed when the embryo has hatched at 96 hpf.
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Fig. 2: Effects of PS
and GTL products
on zebrafish embryo
development
(A) Concentrationdependent effects of
DMSO-extracts of PS and
GTL products on zebrafish
embryo development at
96 hpf, based on the
extended general
morphology scoring (GMS)
system. Results represent
data from at least four
independent experiments
(n ≥ 4) and are presented
as mean ± standard error
of the mean (SEM). Bar
graph illustrating the typical
developmental effects
upon exposure to PAHcontaining substances,
in addition to what was
scored using the GMS,
including pericardial
and yolk sac edemas,
delayed development, i.e.,
unhatched embryos, and
cumulative mortality
were also scored at 96 hpf
and are presented
below the concentrationresponse curve of each
test compound. Results,
as illustrated in the bar
graph, are presented as
percentage of embryos
with the aforementioned
developmental effects
based on n ≥ 4 with 20
embryos/concentration/
experiment. (B) Zebrafish
morphology at 96 hpf upon
exposure to various DMSOextracts of PS. HFO, heavy
fuel oil; DAE, distillate
aromatic extract; GO, gas
oil; VTO, vacuum tower
overhead oil; RAE, residual
aromatic extract; GTLb,
gas-to-liquid base oil;
GTLg, gas-to-liquid gas oil;
hpf, hours post fertilization
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Fig. 3: Comparison of the
concentration-dependent inhibition of
zebrafish embryo development in the
ZET (at 96 hpf) upon exposure to DMSOextracts of PS and GTL products
Results represent data from at least four
independent experiments (n ≥ 4) and are
presented as mean ± standard error of the
mean (SEM). HFO, heavy fuel oil; DAE,
distillate aromatic extract; GO, gas oil; VTO,
vacuum tower overhead oil; RAE, residual
aromatic extract; GTLb, gas-to-liquid base
oil; GTLg, gas-to-liquid gas oil; hpf, hours
post fertilization

As a consequence, only the occurrence of pericardial and yolk
sac edema, unhatched embryos, and cumulative mortality were
noted and presented here in the stack-bar graph of Figure 2A.
From the stacked-bar graph, it is clear that the percentage of cumulative mortality increases with the concentration of the test
compounds, except for the RAE samples. The main manifestations upon exposure to increasing concentrations of RAE samples were pericardial and yolk-sac edemas. It is worth mentioning that the high incidence of pericardial and yolk sac edemas
induced by heavy PS like HFO and DAEs happened at a lower
concentration, ranging from 0.5 (HFO) to 5 µg/ml (DAE), than
for the light PS, such as GO and VTO, for which the effect occurred only from 50 µg/ml onwards.
Using the concentration-response curves of the GMS, the
BMC50-ZET value was determined and the results were listed
in Table 1 and presented in Figure 3. Among all samples tested,
sample #034-HFO appeared to be the most potent substance in
inducing the developmental retardation of zebrafish embryos,
followed by two of the DAE samples (#098 and #099), then the
GO, VTO, and sample #097-DAE, and lastly the RAE samples
(Fig. 3). For RAE samples, a decline in the GMS occurred only
at the highest tested concentrations (Fig. 2A and 3), thus, the
obtained BMC50 values of these two samples were above the
highest tested concentration of 250 µg/ml (Tab. 1). The BMC50
values for both of the GTL products could not be determined as
they did not induce any effects in the ZET.

3.2 Correlation between in vitro developmental
toxicity in the ZET and EST, and between
the in vitro PDT in the ZET or EST and the observed
effects in the AhR-mediated gene expression
assay testing the same substances
The results obtained in the ZET were compared to results obtained in our previous studies (Kamelia et al., 2017, 2018) for
the same DMSO-extracts of PS and GTL products tested in the
EST and AhR CALUX assay. Figure 4 presents the correlation
between the results obtained in these in vitro assays. The in vitro
potencies in the ZET had a moderate correlation with either the
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EST (R2 = 0.61; Fig. 4A) or the AhR CALUX assay (R2 = 0.66;
Fig. 4B). Further, a good correlation also exists between the in
vitro potencies in the EST and the AhR CALUX assay, showing
an R2 value of 0.80 (Kamelia et al., 2018; data and graph are
provided in Appendix E1).

3.3 Correlation between in vitro
developmental toxicity potency in the ZET
and potencies observed in vivo
Linear regression analysis was performed to see whether a correlation exists between the obtained in vitro potencies in the ZET and
published in vivo developmental toxicity data of the selected PS
samples. For this purpose, the BMC50s-ZET were plotted against
the BMD10 values for increased resorptions, number of live fetuses/litter, and fetal body weight endpoints. As depicted in Figure
5A, the in vitro potencies in the ZET correlate best with the developmental effect reflected by the number of live fetuses/litter (R2 =
0.91), and also correlate well with the increased resorptions endpoint (R2 = 0.80). However, a very poor correlation was obtained
when plotting the BMC50s-ZET with the BMD10s of the fetal
body weight endpoint, resulting in an R2 of 0.35 (Fig. 5A). To sum
up, good correlations exist between in vitro potencies in the ZET
and potencies observed in vivo, giving an average R2 for in vitroin vivo correlation (from three different PDT endpoints) of 0.69.
3.4 Relation of in vitro developmental toxicity
potency in the ZET to specific
PAH content present in each PS sample
The in vitro potencies obtained from the ZET, expressed as
BMC50s, were also compared to the amount and type of PAHs
in each of the PS samples to see if there is any relation between
the observed in vitro effects and their PAH content. Data correlations were made with the amount of 2- to 7-ring PAHs present in
PS samples, in total giving 15 combinations/assay for which the
correlation between PAH content and BMC50s were determined.
The results and details for all of these correlation analyses are provided in Appendix F1. The goodness-of-fit of correlation analysis
is expressed in the R2 value and the most relevant correlation with
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Fig. 4: Correlation between (A) developmental toxicity potency of PS in the ZET and the EST; (B) developmental toxicity potency
of PS in the ZET, expressed as BMC50s, and agonist activity of the same substances in the AhR CALUX assay, expressed as EC50s
Data of the PS in the EST and AhR CALUX assay were taken from our previous published studies Kamelia et al. 2017 and 2018,
respectively. HFO, heavy fuel oil; DAE, distillate aromatic extract; GO, gas oil; VTO, vacuum tower overhead oil; RAE, residual aromatic
extract; GTLb, gas-to-liquid base oil; GTLg, gas-to-liquid gas oil
A

B

Fig. 5: (A) Correlation between BMC50 values, obtained from the ZET, and in vivo BMD10 values based on three different
developmental toxicity endpoints: increased incidence of resorptions, number of live fetuses/litter, and fetal body weight;
(B) Correlation between PDT potencies in the ZET (BMC50s) and 3-5 ring PAH content present in each PS sample
BMD10: the benchmark dose for 10% decrease in fetal body weight (BMD10-fetal body weight), 10% decrease in number of live fetuses/
litter (BMD10-live fetuses/litter), and a 10% additional incidence of resorptions (BMD10-increased resorptions), as determined using the
BMD software (US-EPA); BMC50: the benchmark concentration at which the fraction of GMS is reduced by 50% in the ZET or EST. HFO,
heavy fuel oil; DAE, distillate aromatic extract; GO, gas oil; VTO, vacuum tower overhead oil; RAE, residual aromatic extract; GTLb, gasto-liquid base oil; GTLg, gas-to-liquid gas oil; GMS, general morphology scoring; hpf, hours post fertilization; BMD, benchmark dose; BMC,
benchmark concentration

the highest R2 is presented in Figure 5B. The in vitro potencies in
the ZET were best correlated to the amount of 3- to 5-ring PAHs
present in the corresponding PS sample (R2 = 0.96; Fig. 5B).

3.5 Bioactivity profiling and grouping
of the DMSO-extracts of PS and GTL products
Figure 6 shows the bioactivity profiling (ToxPi pie-charts) and
grouping of the DMSO-extracts of 9 PS and 2 GTL products
ALTEX 36(2), 2019

based on the data obtained from the three different in vitro assays:
ZET, EST, and AhR CALUX assay, and the chemical analysis
(PAH content) of the respective test compound. In the resulting
ToxPi pie-charts (Fig. 6; top), each slice is associated with a specific variable (bioassay/chemical analysis data), and the area covered by the slice is proportional to the relative activity (defined
by ToxPi score equation, see Section 2.8) of the test compound
within this data set. The red slice in the pie-chart represents data
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Fig. 6: Bioactivity profiling, hierarchical clustering, and chemical ranking using ToxPi GUI 2.0
Bioactivity profiling, illustrated by the pie-charts, represents data from combinatorial integration of in vitro potencies of the DMSO-extracts
of 9 PS and 2 GTL products (expressed either as BMC50s or EC50s) from three different in vitro assays: ZET (blue quadrant), EST (red
quadrant), and AhR CALUX assay (green quadrant); and data from the chemical analysis for PAH content (yellow quadrant) present in each
of these substances. The same data were used as data input for hierarchical clustering and global chemical rank in ToxPi. HFO, heavy fuel
oil; DAE, distillate aromatic extract; GO, gas oil; VTO, vacuum tower overhead oil; RAE, residual aromatic extract; GTLb, gas-to-liquid base
oil; GTLg, gas-to-liquid gas oil; AhR, aryl hydrocarbon; CALUX, chemical activated luciferase gene expression

from the EST (BMC50 EST; Kamelia et al., 2017), the green slice
represents data from the AhR CALUX assay (EC50 AhR CALUX
assay; Kamelia et al., 2018), the blue slice reflects data from the
ZET (BMC50 ZET), and the yellow slice portrays the level of
PAHs (mg/ml) present in each test compound. It is worth mentioning that the pie-chart was developed by giving the same weight to
each dataset: EST, AhR CALUX assay, ZET, and PAH content,
in each slice of the pie-chart. This means, each dataset has 25%
weight in the pie-chart to make a total of 100%. Looking closely
at the bioactivity profiles illustrated by the ToxPi pie-charts, similarities in bioactivity profiles of test compounds that belong to the
same class of substances were also observed (Fig. 6; top).
ToxPi also derives a global chemical rank based on the cumulative ToxPi score (Fig. 6; bottom). The cumulative ToxPi
score was calculated based on the sum and average of all 4 slice
areas (see Section 2.8 for the ToxPi score equation and determination), in which each area represents the ToxPi score from one
input-variable (EST/AhR CALUX assay/ZET/PAH content). A
high ToxPi score reflects a higher activity (a more potent) and
a low ToxPi score reflects a lower activity (a less potent) of the
corresponding test compound in all of the assays used for the
present study. As shown in Figure 6 (bottom), the global chemical rank showed that sample #034-HFO (ToxPi score = 1) was
the most active/potent compound, where both of the RAEs (Tox254

Pi score = 0.16-0.20) were the least active test compounds of
the present study. Furthermore, the DAEs, GOs, and VTO were
ranked in between the HFO and RAE, with DAEs (ToxPi score
= 0.45-0.54) being more active/potent compared to the GOs
and VTO (ToxPi score = 0.22-0.28). Both of the GTL products showed no effects in any of the assays: EST, AhR CALUX
assay, and ZET, while they also contain no PAH (0% PAHs),
hence their cumulative ToxPi score was 0. As a consequence,
they occupy the two lowest ranks in the global chemical rank.
Altogether, in the ToxPi score, albeit based on four endpoints,
test compounds were ranked proportionally according to their
PAH level from the highest, HFO, to the lowest PAH content,
RAEs. The list of cumulative ToxPi scores presented in Figure 6
is provided in Appendix G1.
In addition to the bioactivity profiling (ToxPi pie-charts) and
global chemical rank also a hierarchical clustering was obtained
from ToxPi GUI 2.0. The dendrogram of the hierarchical clustering (Fig. 6; top) reveals that two main clusters of test compounds
can be distinguished on the basis of their potencies in the three
different in vitro assays and their PAH content. The GTL extracts
are grouped in one cluster and all PS extracts are grouped in
another cluster (Fig. 6; top). Within the cluster of PS extracts,
test compounds that belong to the same class of substances are
grouped together, for example DAEs and RAEs. VTO appears to
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be in the same cluster with the GOs, as a result of having similar
PAH profiles (Fig. 1) and of inducing similar effects in the ZET,
EST, and AhR CALUX assay.

4 Discussion and conclusions
Published in vivo studies show that some PS are able to cause
PDT in pregnant rats, and it is suspected that this adverse effect
is induced by specific constituents present in these substances,
mainly 3- to 7-ring PAHs (Feuston et al., 1994; Murray et al.,
2013). The present study evaluates the applicability of the ZET
to assess PDT potency of the DMSO-extracts of 9 PS and 2 GTL
products. Our results indicate that all PS extracts, varying in PAH
level and content, were able to inhibit the development of zebrafish embryos in a concentration-dependent manner and this potency is associated with their 3-5 ring PAH content. On the contrary,
DMSO-extracts of both GTL products, with no aromatics, showed
no effects in the ZET. This points to a major role of PAHs present
in the PS extracts used in the study in causing the PDT effects
observed in the ZET.
Prominent developmental aberrations, specifically pericardial and yolk sac edemas, dorsal curvature (only in the hatched
embryo at 96 hpf), and cumulative mortality, were observed in
the zebrafish embryo exposed to PS extracts in addition to the
effects scored using the extended GMS. This particular observation is believed to be compound-specific, or only induced by
PAHs and PAH-containing PS. These findings are in line with
what has been reported in the literature, where exposure to individual PAHs and mixtures of PAHs caused similar developmental effects (Goodale et al., 2013; Gu et al., 2010; Huang et
al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012; Wincent et al., 2015; Geier et al.,
2018). For example, studies by Incardona et al. (2004, 2006,
2011) showed that some 3-ring (fluorene, phenanthrene, dibenzothiophene), 4-ring (pyrene, benz[a]anthracene), and 5-ring
PAHs (benzo[a]pyrene, benzo[k]fluoranthene), and mixtures
of PAHs cause severe pericardial and yolk sac edemas, dorsal
curvature of the trunk and tail, and growth retardation in the exposed-zebrafish embryo at 48-96 hpf. In addition, these authors
also concluded that the relative amount of specific PAH constituents is more important than the total PAH content in a PAH
mixture for the observed developmental effects in the exposed
zebrafish embryo. In the present study, it seems like both specific
and total PAH content play an important role in mediating the
PDT induced by some PS.
The ZET, which was performed in this study, is the third assay of the test battery that we have applied to study the PDT
potency (and modes-of-action) of a similar series of PS extracts.
Hence, it is now possible to compare the results in the ZET with
the results obtained from the other in vitro assays, i.e., the EST
and the AhR CALUX assay. The main goal of this cross-model
comparison is to see whether each of these assays could be used
either as a stand-alone assay or be combined to predict the PDT
potency of PS extracts. The comparison revealed that PDT potencies of the DMSO-extracts of the 9 PS and 2 GTL products in
the ZET and EST were moderately correlated (R2 = 0.61). This is
in line with results reported by de Jong et al. (2011), who found
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a moderate correlation (R2 = 0.57) of potencies in the ZET and
EST when assessing the embryotoxicity potency of azoles.
A moderate correlation also exists between potencies in the ZET
and the AhR-mediated activity of the same substances (R2 = 0.66),
pointing at a possible role of the AhR in mediating the observed
PDT in the ZET. It is generally accepted that the PDT induced
by PAHs is partly mediated via activation of the AhR (Puga et
al., 2005; Goodale et al., 2013). Similar observations of developmental effects, such as pericardial and yolk sac edemas, dorsal curvature, and increased mortality rates, have previously been
found to occur upon exposure of zebrafish embryos to PAHs and
PAH-containing extracts, which supports these effects to be typical
phenotypic effects of AhR-mediated embryotoxicity in zebrafish
embryos (Billiard et al., 2006; Incardona, 2004, 2006; Wincent et
al., 2015). A lower correlation between potencies in the ZET and
AhR-mediated activity (R2 = 0.66), compared to one obtained between the EST and AhR-mediated activity (R2 = 0.80; Kamelia
et al., 2018), could be explained by the fact that not all individual
PAHs induce PDT via the AhR pathway. For instance, pyrene, a
4-ring PAH, is known to cause developmental defects in zebrafish
embryos via ion transportation and homeostasis pathways, not the
AhR, while benzo[a]pyrene (5-ring PAHs) induces embryotoxicity
via the AhR pathway (Huang et al., 2012; Goodale et al., 2013).
Interestingly, a different potency ranking is seen when comparing the relative potencies obtained in the ZET (results from the current study) with the EST (Kamelia et al., 2017). One of the prominent disparities is that in vitro PDT potencies among the classes of
PS in the EST differed by at least 1-order of magnitude (10 times),
where this is not the case for the ZET. In the ZET, it is evident that
all PS extracts were able to induce concentration-dependent developmental effects, however, there is no wide separation of potency
among some classes of PS extracts, for example between the GOs
and the DAEs. In the ZET, the relative PDT potency of GOs differed only 3-3.5-fold from that of the DAEs, while in the EST, their
BMCd50s varied at least 25-fold. Also, the RAEs appear to be the
least potent substances to induce PDT in the ZET whilst they were
ranked as the second last in the EST. This discrepancy could be
attributed to the fact that the observed effects in both assays might
be induced by a different group of PAH constituents, involving different molecular pathways for the observed PDT. Furthermore, the
disparity of PDT potencies between ZET and EST might also be
explained by the difference in complexity between the two assays,
the compound kinetics, and/or the experimental set-up of the assay
itself. For example, a saltwater-based medium is used for the ZET
and a serum-based medium is used for the EST, which may affect
the solubility and bioavailability of test compounds in the assay
medium (Fischer et al., 2017) throughout the test. In spite of these
differences in potency ranking, the overall correlation between the
assays was still moderate with an R2 = 0.61. Another reason for
the differences between the ZET and EST might be related to the
fact that zebrafish embryos are metabolically active, due to the cytochrome P450 (CYP)-related activity during organogenesis (Verbueken et al., 2017), and to some extent able to transform the PAHs
present in PS extracts into their reactive metabolites. This suggests
that the potency obtained in the ZET reflects the PDT effects in
the presence of a biotransformation system, where this is not the
case for the EST. Such a role of metabolic activation in the PDT
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of PAHs and PAH-containing mixtures remains to be established/
investigated in further detail.
Comparing the BMC50s, it appears that the BMC50 values obtained for the EST span a wider range than those of the ZET. The
PDT potency of heavy PS, i.e., HFO and two of the most similar
DAEs, #098 and #099, is higher in the EST (lower BMC50) than in
the ZET, while in the ZET the obtained BMC50s of light PS, such
as GOs and VTO, are lower than those quantified in the EST (see
Tab. 1). This result may be associated with the role of hydrophobicity of particular PAHs present in the PS extracts under study,
which eventually affect their bioavailability in the assay medium
throughout the test. The hydrophobicity of PAHs rises with the
molecular mass (Sverdrup et al., 2002), which means the LMW
PAHs are more soluble in aqueous medium then the HMW PAHs.
Heavy PS of the present study comprise mainly HMW PAHs
(4-7 ring PAHs), while the light PS contain more LMW PAHs
(2-3 ring PAHs). Hence, it is suspected that the effects induced by
light PS of the present study in the ZET are due to the role of these
LMW PAHs. This is supported by the fact that sample #097-DAE
does not result in a proportionate potency in the ZET, compared
to the other 2 DAEs (#098 and #099), which could partly be explained by the difference in aromatic ring class (ARC) profile and
PAH content among these samples, but not by their total PAH
content (Fig. 1). Sample #097-DAE mainly consists of 5-7 ring
PAHs, where the other two DAEs contain 3-5 ring PAHs. This
supports the above-mentioned postulation, where PS extracts that
contain a high amount of 3-5 ring PAHs, including samples #034HFO, #098-DAE, #099-DAE, result in lower BMC50s compared
with those containing only 5-7 ring PAHs, like the RAEs. So, the
fact that the RAEs are low in total PAH content (1.5-3.3 wt.%)
and consist of mainly 5-7 ring PAHs explains why both of them
are the least potent substances in the ZET.
The discrepancy between potencies in the ZET and EST may
also be related to the presence of a protective envelope, called
the chorion, prior to hatching of the zebrafish embryo in the
ZET. The chorion of the zebrafish embryo acts as a permeability barrier during development, which could limit the uptake of
certain toxicants by the embryo (Henn and Braunbeck, 2011).
A recent publication by Geier et al. (2018), using the dechorionated zebrafish embryo model, demonstrated that HMW PAHs
are significantly more developmentally toxic than LMW PAHs.
Hence, the role of the chorion for assessing the PDT potency
of PAH-containing PS and whether that will result in different
outcomes remains to be investigated further.
PDT potencies obtained in the ZET were also compared to in
vivo data. The correlations with potencies reported in in vivo studies were lower for the ZET (R2 = 0.69) than previously reported
for the EST (R2 = 0.85; Kamelia et al., 2017) or the AhR CALUX
(R2 = 0.80) (Kamelia et al., 2018). It may be considered that the
EST (using mouse ES cells) and the AhR CALUX assay (using
rat H4IIE.luc cells) are ontogenetically closer to rats (in vivo data)
than to fish, which may be the reason for a better in vivo-in vitro
correlation. It should be noted that the better correlation between
the mammalian-based in vitro and in vivo assays, as seen here,
refers to PAH-containing PS. Whether this observation would also
hold for other types of developmental toxicants remains to be established. The ZET uses a complete embryo and covers a wider se256

ries of events during embryogenesis, but, as previously mentioned,
the hydrophobicity of a specific group of PAHs, mainly the HMW
PAHs, in the egg water may limit the uptake of the PS extracts
by the zebrafish embryo throughout the test. As a consequence,
the ZET might not quantitatively cover the whole range of PDT
potencies among PS extracts, thereby, correlating less with the in
vivo data, in which the BMD10 values between different classes
of PS extracts varied by at least 1-order of magnitude (see Tab. 1).
Lastly, the differences between potencies in the ZET and in vivo
findings may also be explained by the differences in toxicokinetics, developmental stage of the embryos used in the assay, and
complexity of the respective assay itself. Taking possible differences in toxicokinetics between in vivo and in vitro models into
account may further improve the in vitro-in vivo correlation.
Results of the present study show that PDT potency of the PS
extracts in the ZET is well-correlated with their level of 3-5 ring
PAHs. Available evidence from the published literature confirms
our findings that only some 3- to 5-ring PAHs, including phenanthrene, pyrene, benz[a]anthracene, benzo[a]pyrene, may cause
developmental effects in the zebrafish embryo (Incardona et al.,
2004, 2006, 2011; Goodale et al., 2013). Hence, it is possible
that the observed developmental retardations, as seen in the ZET
in the present study, were induced by a specific group of PAH
constituents, and not all of them. Another possible explanation
why potencies in the ZET are well-correlated with especially the
3-5 ring PAH content may be related to the hydrophobicity feature of these and > 5 ring PAHs influencing their solubility in the
egg water medium used for the ZET. It is known that individual
PAHs with a log Kow > 5 (Sverdrup et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2008),
including 5- to 7-ring PAHs like BaP, benzo[g,h,i]perylene, benzo[b]fluoranthene, indeno[1,2,3-c,d]pyrene, and coronene have
solubility limitations in aqueous based medium. This means, the
solubility of these 5- to 7-ring PAH constituents, present in the
PS extracts under study, in the egg water medium may be limited,
limiting the bioavailability and uptake and thus the developmental toxicity of these PAHs in the ZET.
Combining the results of the ZET with those reported for the
EST (Kamelia et al., 2017), AhR CALUX assay (Kamelia et al.,
2018), and the PAH content, ranked and clustered the test compounds in line with their in vitro potencies and chemical characteristics. Hierarchical clustering grouped PS that belong to
the same class of substances together. Moreover, there is a clear
separation of cluster between the PS and GTL products, showing an opposite bioactivity of substances with and without PAHs.
Altogether, ToxPi analysis successfully integrated and visualized
the multivariate data obtained from distinct informative domains,
thereby clustering and differentiating between the PS, within and
among classes, and also between PS and GTL extracts, in a way
that is in line with the differences in their PAH composition and
their bioactivity in several in vitro assays for PDT testing. This
result suggests the applicability of the present assay battery to
group similar substances.
The use of the BMD approach to estimate and determine in
vitro concentrations (BMC) that reflect the potencies obtained
from different in vitro assays for developmental toxicity testing,
including the EST, WEC, and ZET, has been widely accepted
(Piersma et al., 2008, 2013; Hermsen et al., 2011; de Jong et al.,
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2011). In the present study, we applied the BMD approach to
determine both in vivo (BMDs) and in vitro (BMCs) PDT potencies of the test compounds under study, thereby allowing us to
compare both potencies derived using the same approach. Nonetheless, additional analysis of the in vitro data using GraphPad
Prism software resulted in EC50s in the ZET that were comparable and correlate well with the calculated BMC50s (R2 = 0.99),
resulting in similar results and conclusions (data are provided in
Appendix I1).
Several published studies (Hermsen et al., 2011; Selderslaghs
et al., 2012) used the so-called teratogenicity index (TI) for classifying teratogenic compounds using the ZET. The TI, within
the ZET, is defined as a ratio between the 50% lethal concentration (LC50; based on the GMS) and the 50% effect concentration (EC50; based on teratogenic endpoints) (Selderslaghs et al.,
2012; Beekhuijzen et al., 2015). According to the publications by
Beekhuijzen et al. (2015) and Selderslaghs et al. (2009, 2012),
6 teratogenic endpoints/effects are scored from 96 hpf to 144 hpf
to define the EC50. PAH-containing PS tested in the present study
induced mainly pericardial and yolk sac edemas when scored at
96 hpf. However, given that most of the zebrafish exposed to PS
did not hatch at 72-96 hpf, full scoring of these teratogenic endpoints was seriously hampered, although deformed body shape and
malformation of the tail (i.e., kinked tail) were observed in several
of the zebrafish embryos that hatched at 72-96 hpf. The other 2
endpoints, including malformation of the head and malformation
of the otoliths, were not observed upon exposure to PAH-containing PS extracts for up to 96 hpf in the ZET, suggesting that they
may not represent effects following exposure to PAH-containing
substances. As a result, for the PS samples tested, the EC50 for
teratogenic endpoints could not be derived and thus also the TI
could not be established. These observed effects are in line with
those of previous studies where prominent developmental aberrations upon exposure to PAHs and PAH-mixture are limited to pericardial edema, yolk sac edema, and cumulative mortality (Goodale
et al., 2013; Gu et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012;
Wincent et al., 2015; Geier et al., 2018). In view of this, one may
argue about the suitability of the ZET performed in the present
study to evaluate possible PDT potency of PAH-containing PS and
also about how the morphological effects relate to mortality upon exposure to these substances. Based on Wilson’s Principles of
Teratology (Finnel, 1992), embryolethality (i.e., cumulative mortality), growth retardation (i.e., unhatched zebrafish embryos), and
functional deficit (i.e., pericardial and yolk sac edemas), as seen
in the ZET results of the present study, are all manifestations of
developmental toxicity. Further, the in vivo developmental effects
induced by some PAH-containing PS, especially those tested in the
present study, are mainly associated with increased incidence of resorptions (prenatal loss) and decreased fetal body weight, and not
so much with malformations of the fetuses (ARCO, 1993; Feuston
et al., 1989, 1994, 1996; Feuston and Mackerer, 1996; Hoberman
et al., 1995; Mackerer et al., 2003). In this case, given that a good
correlation exists between the obtained PDT potency in the ZET
and the in vivo BMD10 values (particularly for live fetuses/litter
and increased resorptions endpoints; Fig. 5A) for developmental
toxicity, this validates the ZET for detection of developmental toxicity of the PAH-containing PS under study.
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To conclude, here we show the applicability of the ZET as an in
vitro alternative assay to predict the relative in vivo PDT potency
of DMSO-extracts of PS and GTL products. Our findings confirm
the hypothesis that PAH are the major inducers of PDT in PS; for
PS it seems that the EST is a better predictive model for in vivo
PDT, but it should be taken into account that this may not be the
case for other classes of compounds. In addition, the ZET does
not outperform the EST as a stand-alone assay for testing PDT of
PS, but the ZET is a useful addition to the battery of in vitro tests
able to predict the in vivo PDT of PS. Zebrafish embryos are able
to bioactivate some parent compounds thanks to the expression
of cytochrome P450 enzymes, allowing evaluation of PDT potency of PS extracts in the presence of a biotransformation system.
PAHs and PAH-containing PS require metabolic activation to exert their genotoxicity effect, but it is still unknown whether bioactivation is essential to induce PDT. PS used in the present study
are categorized as UVCBs or substances of unknown and variable
composition, hence the observed PDT in both in vivo and in vitro
studies may be caused by a wide range of compounds and underlying mechanisms. Having said that, it can be foreseen that it is almost impossible to assess the PDT potency of these substances by
using just one single assay. The use of a battery of in vitro assays
that focuses on the relevant modes-of-action of PDT by some PS
will answer the challenge for PDT testing of these substances. Upon addition of the ZET, our testing battery of PDT consists of three
in vitro assays: the EST, ZET, and AhR CALUX assay. The results
of the present study revealed that such a battery enables prediction
of the PDT potency and possible underlying mechanisms of PS.
Future studies will focus on gene expression studies to see whether these may provide additional value to the current testing battery,
and if so to what extent. It would also be interesting to study the
PDT potency of individual PAHs present as major constituents in
the DMSO-extracts of PS samples to fully understand and unravel
the association between PAHs in PS and PDT.
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